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The eAect of hydrodynamic forces due to combined action of surface waves and current on the riverbank is
critical to understand sediment entrainment, transport and bank line retreatment process. In understanding the temporal eAect of turbulent structures under induced wave-current Cow, a series of laboratory experiments were carried out. Micro-Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) and Ultrasonic
Ranging System (URS) were used simultaneously for the measurement of velocity Cuctuations and bank
undercut depth increment. Modulation of the turbulent Cow characteristics and the benefaction of turbulent bursting structures at the initiation of erosion process and before the failure of the cohesive bank
due to undercut progression are discussed. The results show that velocity and Reynolds shear stress have
direct dependence on the size and rate of the entrainment of cohesive aggregates from bank face. The
eAect of wave-current motion leads to an increase in shear stress at the lateral bank giving rise to erosion
and transportation of sediment particles/aggregates. Quadrant analysis of the random velocity Cuctuation under wave-current Cow at the initiation of erosion process shows strong presence of ejection and
sweep events. Findings from the present study may provide a better understanding on the design of
cohesive bank erosion control measures.
Keywords. Wave-current; cohesive-sediment; bank erosion; quadrant decomposition; spectral analysis.

1. Introduction
Bank erosion is one of the primary processes
involved in channel migration and formation of
Coodplains (Hooke 1979). The nature of the
hydrodynamic forces exerted by the Cow along
with the geological factors (Clark and Wynn 2007)
control the sediment entrainment and Cuvial
geomorphology of the bank face. In the past few
decades many researchers have attempted to

understand and quantify bank erosion mechanism
through Beld and laboratory studies for a unidirectional Cow (for e.g., Lawler 1993; Millar and
Quick 1998; Julian and Torres 2006; Darby et al.
2007; Debnath et al. 2007a, b; Lin et al. 2014; Yu
et al. 2015; Patsinghasanee et al. 2015, 2017; Barman et al. 2019; Roy et al. 2019; Saikia et al. 2019).
It is pertinent to mention here that the alluvial
stretches of the river channel (generally cohesive
in nature) are often exposed to wind, tide or
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navigation generated surface waves that co-exist
with the current giving rise to a modiBed Cow Beld
and associated turbulence characteristics. A thorough literature survey reveals that the eAect of the
combined action of surface wave along with current
on cohesive riverbank erosion process yet is not
explored. The present study attempts to bridge
this gap.
The interaction of combined wave-current Cow
gives rise to a complex turbulent Cow Beld that
interacts with the sediment interface. The sediment removal and transport from the bank face
under the forces due to the combined inCuence of
wave and current acting on the riverbank are
required for developing insight into the physical
processes involved. Considerable research has been
carried out previously to understand the independent/combined eAect of wave and currents on
sediment bed. However, the interaction of wavecurrent combined Cow, particularly close to the
lateral riverbank is still unexplored. For instance,
quantiBcation of the near-bed Cow characteristics
is essential for assessing the sediment transport
rate in combined wave-current movement, where
the sediment is typically dislodged by the waves
and transported by the mean current (Grant and
Madsen 1979). Grant and Madsen (1979) reported
through a theoretical analysis that the induced
wave current Cow over a rough boundary increases
the shear stress and apparent bed roughness,
though it was not validated experimentally.
Christoffersen and Jonsson (1980) proposed similar
results using a modiBed eddy-viscosity distribution
computational model. van Hoften and Karaki
(1977) reported reduction in mean velocity proBle
under the inCuence of wave, though measurements
were not made close to the bed. Bakker and van
Doorn (1978) also reported that due to combined
waves and currents, bed roughness increased
apparently. Moreover, they showed an overall
decrease in mean velocity over depth, when waves
were superimposed on the current. It is herein
hypothesised that for lateral river bank, the eAect
of wave-current motion generates energy containing eddies at the near bank Cow Beld within the
undercut which increases the shear/friction velocity giving rise to erosion and transportation of the
sediment particles/aggregates at an enhanced rate
compared to the only current Cow.
Only a few experimental studies in the attempt to
quantify cohesive lateral bank erosion under unidirectional Cow are found in the literature (Yu et al.
2015; Patsinghasanee et al. 2015, 2017; Roy et al.
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2019). Yu et al. (2015) reported experiment for
understanding the failure process of the cohesive
banks, as well as the interaction between the nearbank and bed evolutions under the inCuence of
hydrodynamic forces. They reported that the
intense random velocity Cuctuations were solely
responsible for sediment particles to erode from the
bank face. Patsinghasanee et al. (2015, 2017) made
an eAort to simulate artiBcial river bank in a laboratory Cume to understand the mechanism of the
cantilever failure and sediment transport due to
Cuvial erosion. Roy et al. (2019) in their Cume
experiments tried to develop the co-evolution of the
hydrodynamic force and the transverse erosion
depth increment as the bank erosion undercut progressed in a cohesive riverbank. It was stated that
the sporadic behaviour of the eddy scales impart an
intermittent force on the sediment particles/aggregates, which loosen them, and thereafter entrainment process initiated. However, in the previous
investigations the combined eAect of the surface
wave superimposed on the current on lateral cohesive bank erosion was not the context of the study.
Several Beld investigations on bank erosion
under the inCuence of unidirectional current was
found in the literature, notably by Huntley and
Hazen (1988), Soulsby and Humphery (1990),
Green et al. (1999), Lawler et al. (1999), Couper
and Maddock (2001), Debnath et al. (2007a, b).
Lawler et al. (1999) monitored bank erosion rate in
the Swale–Ouse system for over 14.5-month period.
It was found that the erosion rate varied between
83 and 440 mm. Moreover, using aerial photography over a 19-year period, Green et al. (1999)
observed significant lateral movement of the
stream bank at Old Warrah. They estimated the
mean value of the annual stream-bank recession
rate equal to 0.33 m yr1. However, Couper and
Maddock (2001) suggested that the inclusion of the
Cood event increases these values: the range of
erosion rates recorded becomes 28–356 mm/yr.
As evident, existing literature throws considerable light on understanding of the interaction of
combined wave-current Cow on sediment bed,
however, only a little is known about the eAect of
combined wave and current Cow on lateral riverbank erosion. Further, the existing literature suggests that the scales of turbulence for both, only
current and wave-current combined Cows are
eAective in modulating the morphology and sediment transport characteristics (Grant and Madsen
1979). It is pertinent to mention here that the
alluvial stretches of the river channel (generally
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cohesive in nature) are often exposed to surface
waves generated from wind, tide or navigation (for
example, Berge movement). These surface waves
impart a pounding eAect on the bank face at an
angle or parallel to the bank face. The interaction
of the approaching surface waves parallel to the
bank while entering the shallow waters are intensiBed and serves as a primary agent for enhanced
bank erosion rates in tide dominated river Cows
(e.g., tide surge). This interaction modulates the
near bank turbulence characteristics and the
associated wave properties. The thin wave boundary layer at the bank face, driven by the oscillatory
nature of the wave orbital velocity, strongly aAects
coexisting currents similar to that at the bottom
(Grant and Madsen 1979). This additional turbulence enhances the shear stresses and their intermittent nature at the bank face that accelerates the
erosion rate (Lodahl et al. 1998).
The present investigation extends this concept
and provides insight into the erosion behaviour for
wave-current combined Cows near the bank face. A
detailed understanding of the interaction of the
cohesive bank face and random turbulent wavecurrent Cow Beld is necessary for developing fundamental understanding on the sediment removal
process. The study provides insight into the mechanism of the sediment removal process with the
evolving turbulence characteristics of wave-current
combined Cows resulting from the interaction of the
Cow with the dynamic geometry of the boundary as
erosion progresses. Further, the study focuses on the
identiBcation of the different undercut morphological patterns developed due to the modiBcations of
turbulent Cow characteristics in the presence
of wave in a current Cow for different frequencies of
surface waves. In the summary, this study intends to
advance the fundamental knowledge of transverse
undercut depth increment within a cohesive bank as
a function of turbulence characteristics of combined
wave current Cow. It is anticipated that this investigation would provide fundamental understanding
of cohesive bank erosion mechanism with information on dislodged aggregate size and relevant
turbulence interaction scales for wave-current
combined Cows.

2. Study area
The Beld investigation was carried out at the outer
bank of the Hoogly River (near Diamond Harbour)
Cowing over West Bengal, India (Bgure 1). The
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outer bank was nearly vertical and unvegetated.
To examine material collected from the outer
banks, sediment samples were collected. Analysis
for grain size distributions was carried out using
dry-sieve method. Pipette analysis was used for
bank materials Bner than 0.063 mm. The resulting
analysis yielded the percent clay, silt, and sand for
each bank sediment sample as shown in table 1.
The undercuts observed here are distinct and
the upper surface of the undercut show wavy or
sinusoidal nature.
It is worthwhile to mention here that rivers
meander within the middle to upper lower regime
of an alluvial river channel. The selected Beld
location of Hooghly River at lower regime being
close to the sea experienced strong tidal inCuence.
Furthermore, localised curves with large radius of
curvature are observed in the river planform
instead of strong meander bends (Bgure 1a). Based
on Beld reconnaissance at the studied site, it was
observed that both the outer and inner banks
undergo erosion due to current only Cow and
through wave-current combined Cow. The surface
waves in the chosen Beld site are primarily tide
induced with secondary sources from wind or local
Berge movement. These surface waves resulted in a
periodic pounding eAect on the bank surface leading to enhanced erosion rates catalyzing faster
undercut development. The presence of tidal
inCuence with Cow reversal results in long-term
temporal variation in tidal amplitude inducing
Cuctuations in the river Cow by generating subtidal water level variations aAecting the lower
reach of the river (Sassi and Hoitink 2013). Thus,
in tidal environments, erosion rate exhibits variations between ebb and Cood tide, which are more
likely to be caused by Cow conditions (Dinehart
2002). Canestrelli et al. (2010) reported that larger
shear stresses are generated particularly during
ebb-dominated tide leading to enhance erosion
rate. The erosion process in the chosen studied
location was active on both the outer and inner
banks, as the Cood tide causes erosion at the inner
banks and the ebb tide at the outer bank. However,
the erosion rate was higher at the outer bend of
the river, forming undercuts resulting in faster
retreatment of bankline. Thus, to understand the
bank erosion undercutting process at different
Reynolds numbers under the inCuence of surface
wave at different frequencies, an attempt has been
made to replicate the portion of an eroding natural
bank using similar sediment properties in a
laboratory Cume.
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Figure 1. (a) Field investigation site location: Diamond Harbour at Hoogly River (West Bengal), India and (b) undercut formed
at the natural river bank.
Table 1. Properties of the sediment used in the experiments.
Properties

River
sediment

Kaolinite clay
(KC) + Sand

SpeciBc gravity
d \ 4 lm
4 lm \ d B 63 lm
d [ 63 lm
Median size
Liquid limit
Plastic limit
Plasticity index
Optimum moisture content

2.64
19.74%
69.47%
10.79%
15 lm
32%
21.5%
19%
21%

2.62
20.14%
68.05%
11.81%
10 lm
32.5%
21%
19%
20.50%

3. Experimental set-up and procedure
3.1 Test channel and set-up
The experiments were conducted in a hydraulic
Cume of 18.3 m length, 0.9 m breadth and 0.9 m
height kept at a slope *0.001 housed at the Fluid
Mechanics and Hydraulics Laboratory (FMHL) of
Indian Institute of Engineering Science and Technology (IIEST), Shibpur. In order to accommodate
the bank sediment, the breadth of the main channel was reduced to 0.6 m. The Cume left wall

(LSW) and the Cume right wall (RSW) were
fabricated 0.25 and 0.05 m inward from the original
main Cume wall, respectively, except at the sediment recess area. The sediment recess (3 9 0.85 9
0.25 m) was situated 10 m downstream from the
Cume entrance (Bgure 2). Further description of
the Cume and experimental set-up can be gathered
from Das et al. (2019a).
The cohesive sediment beds were prepared using
kaolinite clay (KC) mixed with sand (SS) having
d50 ¼ 98 lm and rg ¼ ðd84 =d16 Þ0:5 ¼ 1:37. The different properties of the cohesive sediments used in
this study are given in table 1. It may be noted
here that the KC used in the experiment contains
mainly clay (39%) and silt (59%) particles majorly
with only 2% sand particles. Thus to replicate the
similar sediment type as that in the Beld condition
the KC and SS were mixed in an adequate proportion by weight and thereafter water was added
in required proportion. The sediment mixture was
compacted in layers (0.05 m) within the rectangular shaped wooden shuttering 3 m long and
0.25 m wide, clamped to the Cume and Cush
mounted with LSW (Bgure 2) within the sediment
recess area. Further, compaction was done using
rammers and rollers (similar to Kothyari and Jain
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up (not to scale); (a) plan view and (b) perspective view.

2008; Debnath and Chaudhuri 2010, 2011). The
Bnished bank surface thus Cushed with LSW after
removal of the shuttering. In the main channel
(between LSW and RSW), sediment was laid to the
level of the false Coor (Bgure 2) using similar procedure. For more details on the experimental setup and bed preparation technique, please see Roy
et al. (2019).
To generate wavy motion of the water surface, a
piston-type wavemaker was placed at the inlet of
the Cume (Bgure 2). A high-density polyethylene
(HDPE) pipe of 0.20 m diameter was used having a
maximum stroke length of 0.20 m. For further
details on the wave-maker, refer to Barman et al.
(2016) and Roy et al. (2017).
3.2 Experimental procedure
Experiments were performed using three different
depth-averaged Cow velocities (U) with surface
wave frequency(s) f = 0 (current only Cow), 0.3 and
0.6 Hz under identical Cow conditions (table 2)
maintaining a constant Cow depth (h) *0.21 m
(Cuctuations ±2%). The collected data included
instantaneous velocity measurement and erosion
depth as a function of time at 32 positions simultaneously. The instantaneous random velocity
Cuctuations were measured at a frequency of 40 Hz
using SonTek down-looking and side-looking
micro-ADV. These instantaneous velocity data
were collected 0.4 cm from the bank face at each

measurement point for 5 mins (see Barman et al.
2016). The detailed working principle of microADV and data collection technique can be found in
Lohrmann et al. (1994), Goring and Nikora (2002).
The position of the artiBcial bank with respect to
the upstream end corner of the uneroded bank
speciBes x, y, z = 0, 0, 0 (Bgure 2). Detailed
description of the co-ordination are described in
Das et al. (2019a).
The wavelength k and the wave height hw were
determined through digital image processing technique by converting the pixel units to metric units.
In the present experiment, wave frequency f = 0 Hz
(f0) corresponds to current only test (no wave was
superimposed) and wave frequency f = 0.3 Hz (f0.3)
and 0.6 Hz (f0.6) refer to the experimental cases
where surface wave was superimposed along with
the current. Goda (2010) reported that in the
natural environment k/h & 1 to 25 and k/hw & 4
to 56 were observed. The present experiment wave
condition falls well within this range (table 2).
According to Dean and Dalrymple (1991), waves
can be deBned into three types depending on water
depth: Shallow water wave (kh \ p/100); intermediate water wave (p/10 \ kh \p); and deep
water wave (kh[p). The wave orbits of the shallow
water wave interact with bottom bed thereby
altering its morphology and eventually causing the
waves to collapse and may also generate secondary
circulation. The occurrence of the secondary circulation may modulate the near bank Cow
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Table 2. Hydrodynamic parameters for with/without a surface wave.
Depth average stream-wise velocity, U (cm/s)
Frequency of wave, f (Hz)
Mean Cow depth, h (cm)
Wave length, k (cm)
Wave height, hw (cm)
Wavelength to wave height ratio (k/hw )
Wavelength to mean Cow depth ratio (k/ h)
Wave number, k
kh

25
0.0
21
–
–
–
–
–
–

25
0.3
21
102
3.4
30.0
4.9
0.06
1.26

structures aAecting the lateral bank, which may
further amend the erosion mechanism. For deep
water wave, the wave orbits failed to reach the
bottom surface thereby the bottom bed remains
unaffected while the eAect of waves were not distributed equally over the entire lateral bank.
However, for intermediate water wave, the eAect of
the wave orbits considerably reached the bottom
surface, which had an eAect on the overall lateral
bank surface, but was incapable of altering the
bottom bed. In the present experiments, the range
of kh (table 2) indicates intermediate deep-water
wave for the frequencies of wave f = 0.3 and 0.6 Hz,
where k (= 2p/ k) is the wave number (Dean and
Dalrymple 1991).

w ¼ w þ w 0 ;

n
1X
ui ;
n i¼1

v ¼

n
1X
vi ;
n i¼1

sxy ¼ qu0 v 0 ¼ 

w ¼

n
1X
wi ;
n i¼1

n
qX
 i  vÞ;

ðui  uÞðv
n i¼1

35
0.6
21
78
5.6
13.9
3.7
0.08
1.68

45
0.0
21
–
–
–
–
–
–

45
0.3
21
97
4.2
23.1
4.6
0.06
1.26

9
suv ¼ u0 v 0 =u2 >
>
=
2
0
0
suw ¼ u w =u :
>
>
s ¼ v 0 w 0 =u 2 ;
vw

45
0.6
21
75
6.2
12.1
3.6
0.08
1.68

ð4Þ



where u represents the shear velocity computed
using the method as reported in Barman et al. (2016).
However, when waves are combined with a current,
the instantaneous velocity components take the form
~ þ u0 ;
uðtÞ ¼ u þ uðtÞ

~ þ v0;
vðtÞ ¼ v þ vðtÞ

ð5Þ

where
~ ¼ huðtÞi  u;

uðtÞ

~ ¼ hvðtÞi  v;

vðtÞ

ð3Þ

4. Results and discussion

ð1Þ

 v;
 w are the time-averaged velocity comwhere u;
ponents and u0 ; v 0 ; w 0 are the corresponding velocity
Cuctuations in x, y and z direction, respectively.
 v;
 w)
 and ReyThe time-averaged velocity (u;
nolds shear stress component (u, v) are given as:
u ¼

35
0.3
21
92
3.8
24.2
4.4
0.07
1.47

ð2Þ

To measure the velocity (all the three components
of the instantaneous velocity Beld) 16-MHz down
and side looking micro-ADVs were used. The mean
and Cuctuating part of any turbulent Cow Beld can
be decomposed as (Schlicting 1960; Nezu and
Nakagawa 1993; Debnath et al. 2012):
v ¼ v þ v 0 ;

35
0.0
21
–
–
–
–
–
–

with the bar denotes the time-averaged velocity;
tilde denotes wave-induced velocity; and prime
denotes the velocity Cuctuations.
The phase-averaging of the velocity signals were
performed for the calculation of turbulence
parameters for wave-induced conditions similar
to Mattioli et al. (2012, 2013), Umeyama
(2005, 2007). For a detailed calculation of turbulence parameters for wave-induced conditions
please refer to Umeyama (2005, 2007), Mattioli
et al. (2012, 2013), and Barman et al. (2016).
Continuous temporal data on transverse depth for
all the experimental cases were collected using an
array of 32 submersible Ultra sonic ranging system
(URS), Seatek, USA arranged in a detachable panel
of dimension (100 9 30) cm2 with a center-to-center
spacing of 5 cm. This aided in concentrating at the
mapping zone in the region where the progression of
bank undercut needed to be quantiBed.

3.3 Theoretical methodology

u ¼ u þ u 0 ;

25
0.6
21
81
5.2
15.6
3.9
0.08
1.68

where n is the number of observation and q is the
density of water.
The normalized Reynolds shear stresses suv , suw
and svw are given by

4.1 Photographic observation of the lateral
cohesive bank undercut
The cohesiveness of the sediment particle developed
due to physicochemical properties between the
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sediments and sediment fabric characteristics,
which act as a vital factor for the resistance of
sediment to erode (Mazurek et al. 2001). However,
this parameter was not sufBcient for the erosion
process of cohesive sediment to initiate. The
detachment of cohesive sediments also depends on
turbulent Cow (mainly Cow velocity, turbulence
intensity and Reynolds stress) which play a key
role for cohesive sediment erosion (Kothyari and
Jain 2008).
Figure 3(a) represents the eroded bank surface
formed due to the presence of current only Cow at
time t = 50 hr since the commencement of the
experimental run at U= 35 cm/s. Visual observation from the photograph shows that the erosion
occurred up to the water depth. The initiation of
the erosion process was indicated by the appearance of the pitting structures, which were formed
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due to the dislodgement of bank sediments in the
form of particles to aggregates or chunks. Different
modes of sediment dislodgement have been
observed by continuous perception using underwater camera. As observed from the underwater
video, the prime modes of the cohesive material
erosion from the bank face include particles to
aggregates or chunks ruptured form the bank face.
Aggregates within cohesive materials usually contain millions of particles ranging from single grains
to collection of grains forming large aggregates
(McAnally and Mehta 2000). Usually, entrainment
of cohesive particles takes place as aggregates
instead of single grains as with rise in clay particles
the aggregation increase as the clay particles supplies additional support for network formation
(Debnath et al. 2007b). The appearances of the
pitting structures were observed after 34.7 hr

Figure 3. Photographs (side-view) of eroded vertical bank formed at depth-averaged velocity of 35 cm/s after time t = 50 hr;
(a) f0; (b) f0.3; (c) f0.6; and (d) f0; (e) f0.3; (f) f0.6 after time t = 100 hr.
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Table 3. Summary of an experimental condition related to undercut depth and erosion process.
U = 25 cm/s
Parameters

f0

ti (hr)
tf (hr)
ymax (cm)
Sz (cm)

40.8
225
12.4
0.3–2.1

U = 35 cm/s

U = 45 cm/s

f0.3

f0.6

f0

f0.3

f0.6

f0

f0.3

f0.6

42.3
197
13.2
0.2–2.8

47.2
163
13.8
0.2–3.4

34.7
189
12.9
0.2–2.7

38.9
159
13.0
0.2–3.1

41.4
127
13.2
0.1–3.8

27.7
143
13.1
0.1–3.2

29
119
12.4
0.2–4.1

34.2
97
12.9
0.2–4.9

ti = time for the initiation of the pitting structure or development of the undercuts; tf = time at the bank failure;
ymax = maximum undercut depth; Sz = Over all range of the characteristic size of the aggregates/chunks.

(table 3) since the commencement of the experimental run for f0 case. The characteristic size of the
aggregate/chunk (Sz) dislodged were in the range
of 0.27–1.80 cm at the time of the initiation of
the pitting structure. As no wave was present the
upper boundary of the eroded layer was almost
straight with no sinusoidal nature.
The observation of Bgure 3(b and c) portray that
the upper boundary of the lateral bank has a
sinusoidal nature. Undercuts observed in
Bgure 3(b) were formed due to combined eAect of
current and surface wave resulting in sinusoidal
nature of the upper boundary of the eroded bank
region due to induced surface wave (f = 0.3 Hz).
The erosion initiated after 38.9 hr (table 3) since
the commencement of the experimental run with
formation of the pitting structures covering the
entire bank surface and Sz were in the range of
0.20–1.10 cm. Similar sinusoidal nature was also
observed in Bgure 3(c) which was formed due to
the super-imposition of the surface wave of frequency (f = 0.6 Hz). The time required for f0.6 case
to initiate the erosion process took 41.4 hr since
the commencement of the experimental run and
the dislodged aggregates/chunks ranged 0.13–1.57
cm. It may be mentioned here that similar undercut morphological patterns were observed for rest
of the experimental cases studied here for different
frequencies of surface wave at U = 25 and 45 cm/s
and are not shown here. It is worth mentioning
that time of initiation of erosion process, morphological pattern, the transverse undercut depth and
the size of the dislodged aggregates/chunks varied
with time and were also observed to be function of
induced surface wave and Cow Reynolds number
(see table 3).
The random pitting structures thus formed
eventually grew in size as the erosion progressed
and joined with the adjacent pits forming an
undercut. Figure 3(d–f) shows the undercut formed
for f0, f0.3 and f0.6 cases after t =100 hr since the
commencement of the experimental run.

4.2 Time variation of the transverse undercut
depth (y)
Initiation of the erosion process occurs when the
hydrodynamic forces exceed the resistive forces of
the cohesive bonding. The photographic and visual
observations of the lateral cohesive bank surface
(Bgure 3) show that the formation or appearance of
the pitting structures are random in nature and
appears when the sediment initiates to dislodge
when the hydrodynamic forces exceed the force of
cohesion. Thus, the pitting structures grew in size
leading to maximum undercut depth in certain
location randomly until failure at different x/h and
z/h on the bank for different experimental cases.
The transverse undercut depth measurements were
carried out using 32 submersible sensors, SeaTek,
which were arranged in a matrix of 4 rows and
8 columns with centre-to-centre spacing of each
transducer as 5 cm both horizontally and vertically. The data of the URS sensor that recorded the
maximum undercut depth is presented in Bgure 4
as a function t. Further, the instantaneous velocity
data were also collected from the same position
where the URS recorded the maximum undercut depth for the estimation of the turbulence
characteristics at that position.
Figure 4(a–c) represent a growth curve for the
undercut depth increment as a function of time t.
Figure 4(a) shows the growth curve for transverse
undercut depth as a function of time t for U = 25
cm/s (f0, f0.3 and f0.6). As evident from table 3,
pitting structures of measureable size were
observed at about 40.8, 42.3 and 47.2 hr for f0, f0.3
and f0.6, respectively, since the commencement of
the experimental run. The pitting structure
appeared earlier for f0 case and later for f0.6 case
(table 3, Bgure 4a). However, after the formation
of the pitting structure, time required until failure
for case f0.6 was shorter than the other two cases f0.3
and f0 (table 3). The comparison of the slope of the
growth curves of transverse depth increment at
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Figure 4. Growth curves for undercut depth increment formed due to current only (f = 0 Hz) and wave-induced cases (f = 0.3
and 0.6 Hz); (a) U = 25 cm/s; (b) U = 35 cm/s; and (c) U = 45 cm/s.

different frequencies within the pits/undercuts
show that for f0.6 case the slope of the curve (y as a
function of t) is steeper showing higher erosion rate
compared to f0.3 and f0 cases. Thus, the aggregates/
chunks size dislodged for f0.6 case at that time were
larger than the other two cases and were in the
range of 1.5–3.4 cm and for that of f0.3 the aggregates/chunks ranged 1.2–2.8 cm and for f0 from
1.1–2.1 cm. Similar behaviour of the growth curves
were also oberved for U = 35 and 45 cm/s, but
with increasing Cow velocity the slope of the curve
was more indicating higher erosion rate (table 3,
Bgure 4b and c). Moreover, for these cases (for U =
35 and 45 cm/s) the initiation of the pitting
structures and the development of the undercuts
was observed to initiate earlier with the dislodgement of even larger aggregates (table 3, Bgure 4b
and c). These randomly formed pitting structures
grew progressively and joined together forming
elongated undercut and Bnally collapsed after long
time duration since the commencement of an
experimental run. With the increase in undercut
depth, the gradient of the growth curve of y as a
function of t reduced indicating a lower erosion rate
until failure. Thus, a decline in the progression of
the undercut depth had been observed with the
progression of the erosion process. The decay in the
erosion process was even slower for f0 case than
that of the other cases (Bgure 4a–c) as it required
more time before failure. The size of the dislodged
aggregates before the failure of the bank were
comparatively smaller as compared to that at the
time of initiation of the pitting structures and were

in the range of 0.8–2.1 cm for f0.6, 0.9–1.7 cm for f0.3
and 0.4–1.3 cm for f0. Thus, the spatio-temporal
variation of turbulence characteristics within the
undercuts is directly morphology dependent.
It is observed from Bgure 4(a–c) that growth
curve for the transverse undercut depth increases
with increasing Reynolds number and frequency
of wave, and it follows the logarithmic function
(Bgure 4a–c) given as:
y ¼ m lnðtÞ þ n:

ð6Þ

Here, the values of the coefBcients m and the
constant n are shown in table 4. The coefBcient m
increases with increasing surface wave frequency
and is similar for all Reynolds numbers cases,
whereas, the constant n decreases with negative
values with increasing wave frequencies.
4.3 Characterisation of the wave-current mean
velocity and Reynolds shear stress
Figure 5(a–c) shows the instantaneous stream-wise
velocity data collected at the centre line of the
Cume for f0, f0.3 and f0.6 cases at U = 35 cm/s. The
data at each measurment point were collected at
z/h = 0.67 and 10 m from the inlet at the fully
developed region of the Cow. Figure 5(b and c)
shows that sinusoidal nature of the wave-form is
prominent at the centre line of the Cume with a
uniform wave height within the test section. Similar measurements were carried out for other centre
line locations in the test section that showed
similar results.
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Table 4. Values of the model coefBcients m and n (equation 4)
for all the cases of Cow.
Velocity
(cm/s)

Frequency
(f)

m

n

CoefBcient of
determination (R2)

U = 25

0
0.3
0.6
0
0.3
0.6
0
0.3
0.6

7.32
9.91
11.34
8.10
10.34
12.45
8.47
11.02
12.86

27.07
38.64
43.64
29.68
39.33
44.57
31.17
39.97
45.12

0.98
0.98
0.98
0.99
0.99
0.98
0.97
0.99
0.98

U = 35

U = 45

Figure 5. The time series of stream wise instantaneous velocity for current only (f = 0 Hz) and wave-induced cases (f = 0.3 and
0.6 Hz); (a–c) centre line stream-wise velocity, measured at z/h = 0.67 and 10 m from inlet; (d) mean phase-averaged horizontal
velocity distribution; (e) mean phase-averaged horizontal Reynolds stress.

Figure 5(d–e) represents the transverse proBles
of mean phase-averaged longitudinal velocity and
Reynolds shear stress acting in the horizontal plane
for the combined wave and current motion. As
observed, the addition of waves in a current reduces the mean velocity and the turbulent shear
stress at all the measured locations. The mean
phased averaged velocity for f0 case increase while
moving towards the centre line of the Cume.
However, with induced surface waves, the mean
phased averaged velocity towards the centre of the
Cume shows a decreasing value and it reduces for
higher wave frequency (Bgure 5d). The maximum
value of the Reynolds stress (u and v component of
the velocity Cuctuations) occurs near the bank for
f0 case and it approaches zero value at the centre

line of the Cume. A dramatic change in the mean
phased averaged Reynolds stress was found near
the bed due to induced surface waves. The maximum Reynolds stress for f0.6 reduces by 21% and
for f0.3 by 13% compared to that for the f0 case and
it approaches negative value at the centreline of
the Cume.
From the above Bndings, it is pertinent that the
Reynolds shear stress in the proximity of the
uneroded bank face was high for f0 case as compared to the other cases (f0.3 and f0.6). Thus, the
pitting structures formed for f0 cases initiated
earlier and the dislodged aggregates were also
comparatively larger and were observed to be a
direct function of the Reynolds number and the
induced surface wave frequency (table 3, Bgure 4).
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Roy et al. (2019) reported that the near bank Cow
and the associated turbulence structures continually evolved as the morphology of the bank face
changed with the initial development of pitting
structures and thereafter that formed randomly at
the bank face. The non-uniform geometry of the
eroded bank contributes to the near wall turbulence in the proximity of the eroded bank (Das
et al. 2019b). With the formation of the pitting
structures and the formation of undercuts the
turbulent characteristics in the proximity of the
eroded surface (here undercut) was modulated and
thereby a dramatic change in their behaviour was
observed.

4.4 Characterisation of the time series data
of instantaneous velocity
Figure 6(a–i) shows instantaneous velocity data
sampled using a side-looking micro-ADV close to
the bank face (0.4 cm from the bank face) at the
initiation of pitting structure or the development of
the undercuts (ti) and before the failure of the bank
(tbf) for f0, f0.3 and f0.6 cases superimposed on current for all the velocity cases tested here. It was
evident from Bgure 6(a–i) that the sinusoidal nature of the wave reduces in their sinuosity at ti when
compared to the stream-wise instantaneous velocity plot at the centerline of the channel (Bgure 5b
and c). This may be probably due to the interaction of the combined wave-current Cow with the
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lateral cohesive sediment surface that probably
results in the turbulence production and thereby
additional vortices were generated. This modulated
the wave energy and as a result, the instantaneous
velocity signal at the region in proximity of the
bank looses their sinuous character. Further,
the instantaneous velocity signal deviated from the
sinusoidal nature for measurements close to the
bank surface with the progression of undercut
depth increment until failure (Bgure 6b, c, e, f, h,
i). It may be noted here that the development of
the undercut leads to a significant modulation of
the near bank Cow Beld and leads to distortion in
the sinusoidal nature of the instantaneous velocity
signal waveform. Furthermore, the mean velocity
significantly drops within the undercut region as
the erosion progressed until failure.
The wave-induced velocity possesses a periodic
nature and may be determined by phase-averaging
the instantaneous velocity and is determined by
averaging over an ensemble of samples taken at a
Bxed phase in the imposed oscillation. It can
be extracted from u by cross-correlation with a
sinusoidal wave in phase with the oscillation
(Umeyama 2005). However, in the present study
due to the interaction of the Cow characteristics
with the eroded sediment bank (pitting or undercuts) the sinusoidal nature of the Cow gets distorted and becomes the part of the turbulent Cow.
Thus, phase-averaging using standard protocol was
not feasible for the Cow characteristics within the
undercut.

Figure 6. Instantaneous velocity data at the initiation of the pitting structure or development of the undercut (indicated by blue
line) and before the failure of the bank (indicated by black line); (a–c) U = 25 cm/s; (d–f) U = 35 cm/s; and (g–i) U = 45 cm/s.
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4.5 Characterisation of the turbulence eAect
on sediment dislodgement
In general, the hydrodynamic condition at which the
sediment particles just begin to dislodge is typically
referred to as critical sediment threshold. The
introduction of turbulence to the concept of threshold bed shear stress was used by White (1940). Since
then, the eAects of turbulence on sediment threshold
were successfully addressed in several studies
(Wu and Chou 2003; Vollmer and Kleinhans 2007;
Lee and Balachandar 2012). Temporal and spatial
variation in the mean and turbulent Cuctuating Cow
characteristics result in erosion or deposition of
sediment with characteristic distributions of physical
properties (e.g., Nakagawa and Nezu 1977).
Thus, it is pertinent from the previous observation that the sediment entrainment is closely connected with turbulent Cow structures, specifically
the eAect of the Reynolds shear stresses on the
bank face (Bgure 5d and e). Reynolds shear stresses
provide an insight into the Cuxes of momentum
produced through turbulent Cuctuations within the
undercut. Thus, to explore the physical mechanism
involved in the formation of the pitting structures
and transverse bank undercut depth, an attempt
has been made to understand the detailed Cow
characteristics in terms of dominant turbulent
burst-sweep cycles, scales of Reynolds shear stress,
probability density function and spectral energy
distribution of the turbulent velocity Cuctuations
in the proximity of the lateral cohesive bank.
4.5.1 Conditional statistics of the Reynolds
shear stress
The entrainment of the aggregates strongly depends
on the Reynolds shear stress distribution in the
proximity of the bank face. Thus the random turbulent Cuctuations require more detailed characterization, particularly in understanding the
fractional contributions of Reynolds shear stress
that quantiBes the turbulent bursting events (Grass
1971). It is noteworthy to mention that the turbulent
bursting structures such as ejection and sweep may
play a key role towards loosening and tearing the
aggregates/chunks connection nodes from the bank
face (Roy et al. 2019). The decomposition technique
of the Reynolds shear stress into four distinct
quadrants generate turbulent events based on the
signs of the stream-wise and transverse (u0 and v 0 )
velocity Cuctuations (Lu and Willmarth 1973;
Raupach 1981). By identifying a hyperbolic hole
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region H in the (u0 ,v 0 ) plane at any point in a steady
Cow, the contribution of bursting events to Reynolds
shear stress from quadrant i, is given by
Z T
ðu 0 v 0 Þi;H ¼ lim
u 0 ðtÞv 0 ðtÞIi;H ½u 0 ðtÞ; v 0 ðtÞdt; ð7Þ
T!1

0

where the indicator function Ii;H is deBned by
8
0 0
>
< 1; if u v is in the ith quadrant and
Ii;H ðu0 v 0 Þ ¼
if ju 0 v 0 j  H ju 0 v 0 j;
>
:
0; otherwise;
ð8Þ
and H is a threshold parameter in the Reynolds
shear stress. Here the stress fraction by ith
quadrant is given as
Si;H ¼

ðu 0 v 0 Þi;H
u0 v 0

:

ð9Þ

By definition, Si;H [ 0, if i is odd (left-ward and
right-ward interactions) and Si;H \ 0, if i is even
(sweeps and ejections) and it satisBes S1;0 þ S2;0 þ
S3;0 þ S4;0 ¼ 1 for threshold level (hole size) H = 0.
The comparison of the contribution of jSi ; 0j
to the Reynolds shear stress are shown in
Bgure 7(a) for the near bank face region at ti (0.4 cm
from the bank face) and in Bgure 7(b) at tbf for f0, f0.3
and f0.6 cases. Results show that the overall trend of
the contribution of ejections and sweeps (quadrants 2
and 4) was much higher than that of inward and
outward interactions (quadrants 1 and 3) (Bgure 7a,
b). The adverse pressure gradient creates boundary
layer separation, resulting into enlargement of
intermittent viscous sublayer. Nychas et al. (1973)
reported that the hairpin vortex structure, which
occurs at near-boundary low-speed streak, is subjected separate due to the temporary and local
adverse pressure gradient. These results in the ejection events occurring as a coherent low-speed streak
that oscillates in 3-dimensions. This low-speed streak
grows in size within the main Cow while preserving
its coherent entity and thus ejection events help in
dislodgement of the sediment particles from the bank
face. This occurs for a short duration and eventually
leads to the collapse of the coherent structures. Thus,
low-speed streak is replaced by high-speed Cuid
streak known as sweep events. During the sweep
events, the coherent structures impinge towards the
near-boundary region and spreads out span-wise
generating highly Cuctuating shear layer containing
multiple eddies resulting into transportation of the
sediment particles from the bank face.
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Figure 7. Stress fraction, Si;H  plotted against hole size H for current only (f = 0 Hz) and wave-induced case (f = 0.3 and 0.6 Hz)
for U = 35 cm/s; (a) after the development of the undercut; (b) before the failure of the bank.

The contribution of ejection and sweep events to
the Reynolds shear stress was more prominent for
f0.6 than f0 and f0.3 cases (Bgure 7a and b). Thus, due
to the superposition of wave frequency f = 0.3 and
0.6 Hz cases, the contribution of ejection and sweep
was about 11–25% more compared to the current
only case at ti for hole size H = 0 (Bgure 7a and b).
Results suggest that the erosion rate for wave-induced cases occurs at a higher rate as compared to
the current only case. Moreover, it was also evident
from Bgure 7(a and b) that at ti the contribution of
ejection is about 34% greater as compared to tbf for
the current only and combined wave-current cases.
In addition, outward and inward interaction quadrants are symmetric, each contributing near about
15% to the total shear stress (S1,0&S3,0&0.4)
(Raupach 1981). However, contributions of outward
and inward interactions nearly increase by 18% at
tbf (Bgure 7a). Therefore as pittings/undercuts grew
leading to a rough bank face, the bursting events
(dominating ejection and sweep events) were
observed to be more prominent for wave-induced
cases (highest for f0.6 case). This may be the key
factor for the dislodgement of the larger aggregates
size after ti in the form of chunk-by-chunk mode of
erosion than that at tbf. However, with progression
of the undercut, the eAect of the bursting events
(ejection and sweep) were less prominent, thereby a
decline in erosion rate was observed followed by the
rupture of smaller aggregates sizes with more of
dislodgement characterized by aggregate-by-aggregate to particle-by-particle. Thus it may be envisiged that the primary erosion mechanism of the

Beld site of River Hooghly undertaken in this study
is wave driven while erosion induced from current
only Cow does not take the leading role.
The experimental results of Cellino and Lemmin
(2004) showed that the strongest velocity Cuctuation
occurs during ejection events and the second important contribution comes from sweep events. For
instance, the data of Thorne et al. (1989) and Williams (1990) indicate that, most of the sediment
transport occurs during sweeps. Ejections had little
eAect on sediment transport because the largest values of turbulent lift were much less than the immersed
weight of the grains (e.g., Bridge 1978; Sumer and
Deigaard 1981). In the present experimental case, the
ejection and sweep events were dominated and contributed majorly to the total shear stress (Bgure 7a
and b). Therefore, the dislodgement occurred
through ejection from the bank face and thereafter
transportation of sediments occurred via sweep
events. The perception from the above results and
discussion suggests that the turbulent bursting
events contribute majorly to the total shear stress
near the bank face which plays a critical role in the
sediment entrainment and transportation process.
Thus, it is important to characterise the scales of the
Reynolds shear stress Cuctuations within space, time
and frequency domain.
4.5.2 Scales of the Reynolds shear stress
Cuctuations
To characterize the Reynolds shear stress Cuctuations, wavelet analysis is presented herein. The
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process involves decomposing the velocity signals
into appropriate-sized time segments in the wavelet scale or pseudo-frequency (fp). Based on the
following equation (10), the central frequency of
the wavelet, fct, is determined as
fp ¼ fct=d:D;

ð10Þ

where fp is the pseudo-frequency corresponding to
the scale d, in Hz; fct = centre frequency of a
wavelet in Hz; d = scale; D = sampling period.
Continuous wavelet transforms (CWT) of a signal
sðtÞ ðti Þ may be characterized by a family of wavelet
functions (e.g., Roy et al. 2017), and can be written
as:
1
-ðp; ws Þ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ws



tr
sðtÞ ðti Þw
dt;
ws
1

Z

1



ð11Þ

where - is the wavelet coefBcient of Cuctuating
Reynolds shear stress; p is the position (time or
space); ws is the wavelet scale; the * symbol represents the conjugated value; and w is the mother
wavelet function (Wang et al. 2016). The Morlet
wavelet is applied herein to distinguish the Cuctuating Reynolds shear stress scales based on the
magnitudes of the wavelet coefBcients (similar to
Roy et al. 2017).
The contour plot of wavelet coefBcients for f0, f0.3
and f0.6 for U= 35 cm/s at ti and tbf are plotted in
Bgure 8. It is evident from Bgure 8(a, c and e) that
the large-scale Cuctuating Reynolds shear stress at ti
is having a pseudo-frequency (fp) in the range of
0.3–5 Hz, while for tbf, it is in the range of 0.3 to 16 Hz
(Bgure 8b, d and f). It can be presumed that the
large-scale Cuctuating stresses were concentrated at
a particular range of fp (0.3–5 Hz) at ti whereas it was
spread over a large range of fp (0.3–16 Hz) for tbf.
A close inspection of Bgure 8(a–f) suggests that the
maximum wavelet coefBcient of Cuctuating Reynolds shear stress exists for the ti implying higher
concentration of the turbulent eddies and it reduces
for tbf. It suggests that the Cuctuating stresses were
predominant at ti and was responsible for higher
erosion rate. Furthermore, the smaller value of within the undercut region may be responsible for
lower entrainment of sediment particles/aggregates
leading to deceleration of the erosion rate. Furthermore, the range of the - were concentrated at lower
fp = 0.3–0.8 Hz for the f0.6 case, whereas it was concentrated at fp = 0.8–3 Hz for f0 case. Roy et al.
(2017) reported that large scale Cuctuating stresses
are concentrated at lower frequencies. Moreover, the

positive and negative wavelet coefBcients of the
Reynolds shear stress are distributed in an alternating sequence in the time domain for both ti and tbf
(Bgure 8a–f). For example, in Bgure 8(e) at time
13,125 ms the value of - is in the range +100 to
+150, while at 13,750 ms, it was in the range –100 to
–150. It is observed that the magnitude of the positive and negative - increases with increasing wave
frequency (Bgure 8a, c and e). The alternating
sequence of the - imparts a kicking eAect on the
sediment particles within the bank face. This sporadic kicking action loosens the sediment particles
from the bank face for the wave-current combined
Cow, resulting in accelerated entrainment. Thus, in
the natural condition (for example, Hooghly River
near Diamond Harbour in the present study) the
surface waves results into pulsation (here termed as
kicking eAect) and is the key agent for sediment
removal leading to undercut formation which
ultimately led to mass collapse.

4.5.3 Probability density function (pdf)
The morphological pattern of the bank undercut
results into modulation of the near bank turbulence
scales. To illustrate the previous discussion from
the viewpoint of interactions between sediment
particle and Cow, the probability density function
pdfs of the random Cuctuating velocities in
streamwise directions were analyzed which
includes information on all the statistical moments
(such as skewness and kurtosis) (Aberle and Nikora
2006). For the methodological details for the
computation of pdf, please see Roy et al. (2017).
The nature of the distribution of velocity Cuctuations can be evaluated from the mean, root
mean square (rms), skewness (a) and kurtosis (b)
and are deBned as (Rinne 2010):
rD
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E
ðut  hut iÞ2 ;
urms ¼ r ¼
D
E.
a ¼ ðut  hut iÞ3 r3 ;
b¼

ð12Þ

D
E. 
ðut  hut iÞ4 r4  3:

The observations of pdf in Bgure 9(a–c) show
that the peak values of u 0 decreases with increasing
wave frequency, i.e., peak value shows maximum
density for f = 0 Hz and minimum for f = 0.6 Hz. It
was also observed that the width of the pdf
increases with increasing wave frequency. The
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Figure 8. Contours of wavelet coefBcient in pseudo frequency and time domain for Cuctuating Reynolds shear stress for f0, f0.3
and f0.6 for depth averaged velocity of U = 35 cm/s; (a, c, e) after the development of the undercut; (b, d, f) before the failure of
the bank.

peak value of pdf of u 0 being lower signiBes that the
large-scale stream-wise velocity Cuctuations occur
at near bank Cow Beld. With the reduction of the
peak height of the probability distribution, the
width of the distribution increases signifying
presence of the large-scale stream-wise velocity
Cuctuations. The occurrence of these large-scale
Cuctuations is due to the generation of vortices in
proximity to the bank surface (Das et al. 2019b).
Thus, an increase in the eddy scales (velocity
Cuctuation) was evident. Moreover, bimodal
nature of streamwise velocity components was
witnessed for Cow on superposition of surface
wave f0.6, whereas, for f0.3 and f0 the distributions
of pdfs appear to be negatively skewed. It may be
due to increasing energy level owing to the
strengthening of the induced wave energy with
the large-scale eddies within the energy-containing
range (Roy et al. 2017). Further, the wave-induced
energy ampliBes the small-scale Cuctuations at the
near-bank region through energy cascading
method. Thus, with increasing wave frequency, velocity Cuctuation spectrum in the wave-dominated

region increases smaller scale Cuctuations with
the addition of large-scale Cuctuations due to the
wave motion.
The bi-modality (peak and valley pattern,
Bgure 9a–c) of the probability distribution signiBes
the probability of concentration of small-scale
eddies near the zeroth value (valley) and largescale eddies at a higher values (peak) of u0 . Further, it was articulated from Bgure 9(a–c) that,
induced surface wave superimposed on current was
capable of modulating all the scales of eddies,
resulting into the occurrence of bimodal behaviour
(peak and valley pattern) of the pdf plots for the
cases f0.3 and f0.6 (Bgure 9a–c). These outcomes
signify that a large number of positive and negative
u 0 occurs at the near bank face due to surface waves
that contributes to the total Reynolds shear stress;
hence, the ejection and sweep events were predominant which may play a vital role in sediment
dislodgements from the bank face. Thus, it may be
summerised that the bimodal nature of the pdf
relates to higher erosion rate followed by dislodgement of larger sediment particle/aggregate
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Figure 9. Pdf of stream-wise velocity Cuctuations (u 0 ) for current only (f = 0 Hz) and wave-induced cases (f = 0.3 and 0.6 Hz);
(a) U= 25 cm/s; (b) U= 35 cm/s; (c) U= 45 cm/s.

from the riverbank face due to wave-current
combined Cow. These results are similar to the
erosion process observed at Hooghly River near
Diamond Harbour wherein the Cow is strongly
tide-dominated resulting in the formation of
bimodal distribution of velocity Cuctuations.
4.5.4 Spectral analysis
The undulated morphology of the bank generates
higher turbulence near the bank that plays an
important role in formation of large-scale coherent
structures (Singh et al. 2010). The eAect of the
vortices on the coherent structure of turbulent Cow
leads to the energy dissipation in the proximity of
the sediment surface and were closely related to
sediment dislodgement (Cheng 2002; Yang 2005).
Here, velocity spectral density is presented for
visualizing the nature of coherent structures over
the eroded bank face. To estimate Power Spectral
density (PSD), herein the spectral analysis was
carried out using the Fast Fourier transform (FFT)
of the signal of velocity Cuctuations (Lacey and
Roy 2007; Roy et al. 2017).
The PSDs of stream-wise velocity component at
the initiation of the erosion process and before the
failure of the bank is shown in Bgure 10(a and b)
for f0 and for combined wave-current Cow f0.3 and
f0.6 cases. It is observed from Bgure 10(a and b)
that under the wave-current conditions, a prominent peak was observed at the spectral frequency
range of 0.3 and 0.6 Hz, respectively, which is the
same as that of the forcing frequency of imposed
surface waves. In Bgure 10(a), the peaks of the
spectral frequency range 0.3 and 0.6 Hz at ti show
a spectral density value of 102 and 497 cm2/s,
respectively, whereas, no prominent peak is
observed for the current only case. Thus, the

spectral energy at ti was high and maximum for f0.6
and thus it may be stated that the presence of large
eddies in the Cow Beld has the potential for dislodging significant quantity of larger size cohesive aggregates (Singh et al. 2010) (table 3). In
Bgure 10(b), the spectral density values were 13
and 123 cm2/s at tbf for the respective spectral
frequency ranges. Thus, a decline in spectral
energy was observed which results in the decay of
erosion rate before the collapse of the bank.
Further, it is evident from Bgure 10(a) that the
slope of the energy-containing a region for f0 is
minimum and it increases for f0.3 and f0.6, showing
a maximum value for f0.6. Thus a scale shift occurs
for wave-induced Cows and large scale eddies are
prominent for such Cows. These large scale eddies
play a vital role for the entrainment of the cohesive
sediment and the growth of the undercut in both
longitudinal and lateral direction. Moreover, in
Bgure 10(b) for tbf the slope of the energycontaining region shows similar behaviour as that
of the slope at ti but with smaller magnitude, signifying a decay in erosion rate with the increase in
undercut depth. Thus, a larger slope at the energycontaining region is associated with the large
eddies resulting in higher erosion rate. Whereas the
smaller magnitude of slope at the energy-containing region signiBes smaller sized eddies with lower
energy insufBcient for further entrainment of the
sediment particles and thus retardation of erosion
rate occurs within the undercut.
5. Conclusion
The tide inCuenced and wind generated surface
waves lead to wave-current combined Cows in the
riverine environment. The eAect of surface waves
on the turbulence characteristics of the near bank
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Figure 10. Power spectral density of instantaneous stream-wise velocities for current only (f = 0 Hz) and wave-induced cases
(f = 0.3 and 0.6 Hz); (a) after the development of the undercut; (b) before the failure of the bank.

face such as Cuctuating velocity, Reynolds shear
stress, dominant burst-sweep cycles, scales of the
Reynolds shear stress, probability density function
and power spectral density and thereby their
implications on cohesive river bank erosion mechanisms is discussed. The present study uses an
experimental approach for developing insight into
the transverse undercut depth increment mechanism of cohesive riverbank through understanding
different aspects of turbulence in wave-current
Cow. Thus, the present study is an attempt for
enhanced comprehension of the sediment dynamic
behaviour on wave-dominated Cows. The outcomes
from the present investigation portray that the
Reynolds shear stress generated under current only
case were relatively large as compared to wavecurrent combined Cow at the un-eroded bank surface. This resulted into earlier initiation of the
removal of aggregates/chunks due to the disaggregation of sediment particles from the bank face
for current only case as compared to the wavecurrent combined Cow. Moreover, the dislodged
aggregates/chunks were comparatively larger with
larger pits for current only case. However, after the
formation of the pits or undercuts, the erosion rate
gradually increased for the wave-current combined
Cow and increased with increasing wave-induced
frequency. Thus, the size of dislodged aggregates
increased with increasing wave-induced frequency
after the formation of the pitting structures. It was
observed that characteristic size of the aggregates/
chunks was relatively smaller for the current only
case whereas larger for the induced surface wave
cases.
Further, data on transverse undercut depth as a
function of time just after the initiation of pitting

structures showed that the gradient of the slope
was larger for higher wave frequency showing
higher erosion rate as compared to lower frequency
wave and current Cow. Just before the failure of the
bank, a decline in the erosion rate was observed. It
is pertinent that the contribution of the ejection
and sweep events to the near bank Reynolds shear
stress was larger during the initiation of the erosion
process compared to that just before failure. This
probably explains why the erosion process retarded
within the undercut. It is important of note here
that the ejection events are responsible for the
picking and tearing of the sediment particles/aggregates from the bank face while sweep events do
the transportation. The contribution of ejection
and sweep events to the Reynolds shear stress was
more prominent for wave frequency f = 0.3 and 0.6
Hz cases with *11–25% increase over the current
only case. The contribution of ejection and sweep
events at the initiation of the erosion process was
*34% greater than that before the failure of the
bank for both current only and combined wavecurrent cases. Further insight into the interaction
of Reynolds shear stress Cuctuations at different
scales with the bank face was evaluated through
wavelet analysis. This provided information on the
Cuctuating Reynolds shear stress scale and their
frequency of occurrence for wave-induced Cow. The
alternating sequence of the wavelet coefBcient was
observed for only wave-induced Cow cases and not
for current only case. This revealed that the Reynolds shear stresses for wave-induced cases impart
a kicking action on the sediment particles/aggregates, thereby enhancing the erosion rate after the
initiation of undercut structures. Further, before
the failure of the bank, the scales of the Reynolds
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shear stress reduced as evident from wavelet
coefBcients resulting in decelerated erosion rate.
It is also pertinent from the probability density
plots that the superimposition of the surface wave
gives a bimodal distribution (peak and valley pattern) revealing that the eddies at different scales
for current only Cow are strongly modulated. This
bimodality of the velocity Cuctuations resulted in
higher erosion rate for cohesive bank sediments in
the form of larger chunks. The spectral slope at the
energy-containing region gave larger values for
higher wave frequency compared to lower wave
frequency and for current only case;- while the
current only case showed minimum value of spectral energy. The results reveal that the large-scale
eddies within the energy-containing region play a
vital role for entrainment of the larger cohesive
sediment particles/aggregates at a higher rate after
the initiation of the undercut structure. These
larger scale eddies are the primary agents for evolution of bankline morphology by further modulating the near bank turbulent Cow structures. The
characterization of the turbulent characteristics of
the Cow at near bank region for both current only
Cow and combined wave-current Cow would be
useful towards improved design of bank erosion
control measures for restricting bankline migration
towards sustainable management of rivers. For
example, Raushan et al. (2018, 2019) showed that
grids are eAective in modulating scales of turbulence both for current only Cow as well as current
Cow with superimposed waves that primarily dictate the erosion mechanism as observed above. It
may be mentioned here that the natural aesthetics
and ecology of the river bankline is perturbed by
covering it with concrete or masonry walls. A more
eco-friendly method of bankline protection may be
to install grids in the proximity of the bank toe that
would break down the scales of turbulence and
thereby restraining erosion rate. Fundamental
understanding of the near bank turbulence characteristics is essential to look into the problem of
bankline protection from a physically based perspective. Furthermore, these results would aid in
the development of boundary conditions for simulation of multiphase CFD models that takes into
account the erosion dynamics of cohesive riverbanks. It may be also noteworthy to mention that
these results would serve as benchmark results for
calibration models.
The turbulent characteristics of the Cow at near
bank region for current only Cow and under wavecurrent combined Cow, results in bankline
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retreatment process and are instrumental in
riverbank erosion. The hydrodynamic conditions of
the Hooghly River near Diamond Harbour showed
variability both spatially and temporally at near
bank region of an outer curve bank. Understanding
of these turbulent characteristics facilitated in
acquiring better knowledge of the turbulence scales
under wave-current combined Cow cases. The wave
generated in the present investigation only represents the wave along the current, however, in
natural condition waves can be generated against
the current striking the bank surface at an angle or
parallel to bank surface. Thus, further investigation is required to acquire better understanding
of the wave current interaction against the Cow on
the sediment removal processes and erosion
mechanism. Additionally, the eAect of induced
surface wave along or against the Cow needs to be
carried out in a curved channel to understand the
meander evolution pattern under wave-current
Cow over a large time scale for advancing the
knowledge on the turbulent scales dependency of
the associated processes. The present experiments
were carried out for a particular sediment type,
however, in nature the riverbanks comprise of
sediments of wide spectrum of particle sizes
including regions of vegetated and non-vegetated
banks with heterogeneity and stratiBcation. Further work is needed to propose generic models of
cohesive bank erosion under wave-induced Cow
covering different classiBcations. Regardless of
these restrictions, the presented analysis and
measurements shed important contribution on
the understanding of the erosion process and
mechanism under wave-current combined Cow.
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